
EFFECTIVE WAYS 
OF STUDYING

BEFORE EXAMS

How Nazism affected

the arts and media
Nazis used the arts and media to further enforce the German's

shared statehood and race. They stuck to much more traditional art

forms that glorified the past (classic music, sculptures, theatre, etc..)

dominated by Aryans.

BURNING OF BOOKS

Goebbels imposed strict censorship of
all art forms, only allowing those of
the same ideals as Nazism to exist.
This led to Goebbels to execute the
notorious "Burning of the Books.",
destroying works by anyone viewed as
"un-German".

May 1933

THE GREAT GERMAN ART
EXHIBITION

The exhibition was held to showcase
art as a sort of propaganda. The

exhibition was strictly moderated, only
showcasing 'suitable' art. Many artists

were  expelled or exiled. Works of
Jewish composers were banned

Modernist paintings were removed
from galleries. Nazis also attempted to

ban American jazz.

1937-1939

THE WAGNERIAN
BAYREUTH FESTIVAL

It was a music festival which
performed operas by Richard Wagner

who took great interest in establishing
his financial independence, reinforcing

the significance of work. The festival,
previously an elitist minority interest,

was turned into a popular festival with
art exhibitions and theatrical

performances. Attending this event
was encouraged throughout Hitler

Youth events and at work.

Inaugurated 1876

VOLKSEMPFANGER

A mass-produced radio which
increased listeners of German classical
music and other German songs.
Concerts of composers such as Anton
Bruckner and Richard Wagner were
filmed to reach wider audiences. In
addition, the audiences reactions were
edited to display the desired reactions.
The radio had great propaganda
potential considering how many
people it reached.

1939

FILM AS PROPAGANDA

Film was greatly maximized for
propaganda but also expressed as a
'shared experience' between
Germans, further enforcing nationalist
ideals. The Reich also strictly
moderated the content of not only
German films but foreign films that
were shown as well. Newsreels were
shown before the main picture so all
attendees had to sit through the
propaganda.
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